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Rock drawings from a cave site called Cueva del Lucero, near Juana Diaz, Puerto Rico, and 
Mona Island, P. R.: a dujo or ceremonial seat from Guyanilla, P. R., a ceramic fragment from 
Vieques, P. R., and petroglyphs from Rio Blanco, P. R., the Batay at Utuado, P. R. and the Valley 
of Vigirima, in Venezuela; are presented as a table of images to understand precisely outlined 
and formalized images or motifs from the Caribbean. 

Cueva del Lucero is located east of Juana Díaz, in Ward Guayabel, Sector Cueva, Puerto 
Rico, at an elevation of 470 meters in a limestone outcrop of the central mountain range called 
Cerro de las Cuevas. On U. S. Geological Survey Map, Rio Descalebrado, P. R., 1972: it is at 18d 
05m 17s North Latitude, 66d 27m 08s West Longitude, 4.6 km north from km 16.6 on Highway 
14, on roads 251 and 252. 

The map of Lucero charts two caves as shown in Figure 1. Entry through any of three 
restricted, natural openings faces an open rock fall. One cave branch to NNW, called Cave of the 
Creation, leads to a chamber of 3,000 cubic meters. A light from the roof gives the site its local 
name. The second to NNE, called Cave of the Waters, reaches heights to twenty meters. 

This report indicates the location, and describes or illustrates details of the images that 
mark the architecture of Cueva del Lucero. Then cultural data from common descriptive cate
gories that define the traditional way of life of the Eastern Tukano group of Desana, from the 
Vaupés and Papuri Rivers, Comisaría del Vaupés, Columbia, as reported by G. Reichel-Dolmat-
off (1971:4-8), are projected on this organized center. Verified points of congruence establish 
the grid to identify and define those images. 

IDENTITY AND DEFINITION OF DRAWINGS 

The Cave of the Creation illustrates the Desana narrative of the fundamental structure of 
their Universe and depicts the intermediary inhabitants. The first small expansion of the en
trance tunnel contains a pecked and outlined diagram, 33 cm by 25 cm, composed of two 
concentric triangles that bound two concentric circles. Symmetric spirals spring from the top 
of the outer triangle. A shaded right-triangle, divided into four parts, spreads from the base. 
The Desana creation myth identifies and defines each feature of this panel (Figure 2). 
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The World we live in has the shape of a large disk, an immense round plate. It is the world of 
men and animals, the animals, the world of life.. ..are of a red color. Our earth is called "the upper 
level" because below is another world, "the lower level." This world below is called Ahpikondiá, 
Paradise.... connected to our earth by the waters of the rivers. On the side where the sun sets, in 
Ahpikondiá, lies the Dark Region....from Ahpikondiá the earth looks like a large cobweb. It is 
transparent, and the Sun shines through it....Above our earth, the Sun created The Milky Way. 
The Milky Way emerges as a large, foaming current from Ahpikondiá and runs east to west (Re
ichel-Dolmatoff 1971:24-25). 

A dujo, or ceremonial seat, from Guayanilla, with an anthropomorphic head, has this de
sign engraved on the front of the seat. On the opposite end one spiral turns over concentric 
circles. Traces of a second, decayed or abraded, symmetrical spiral can be seen with close ob
servation (Figure 3a and 3b). 

The second expansion of the cave represents an image with an inverse conoid head set with 
two vacant eyes (Figure 4). A seven element diadem and rays surround the face. The myth 
identifies a Creator or Sun Father represented by "yellow light," with a "cylinder of quartzite" 
around his neck. Drops of "solar semen" fall to the ground indicating, "continuous sexual con
tact between the visible and invisible world." His "Staff" and the prow of the "canoe" in which 
he "sent people to earth" are at his side (Reichel Dolmatoff 1971:25-26, 118, 120, 224). 

Adjacent to this panel there is a variation of the Sun Father as Cosmic Axis (Figure 5). It is 
a simple rod, "like those used to make thin flutes," with a half-round finial on each end. "This 
tube, this bone makes contact between man and Ahpikondiá, or Paradise." A wave or "light
ning" pattern representing the "fertilizing force" divides the panel. Below, two faces of the Moon 
are super-imposed. The outer profile shows a feather crown of seven circular elements. The 
inner face represents the Moon after a conflict between the Sun and the Moon. The inner crown 
shows six elements and the face has been diminished in scale. He wears triangle and butterfly 
shaped earrings (Reichel-Dolmatoff 1971:24, 25, 49). 

Positioned near the Sun, hidden out of sight under an outcrop of the cave wall, is the 
Daughter of the Sun (Figure 7). Her heart-shaped head, shows dark eyes and mouth with a 
diminutive ellipsoid torso and two small breasts above two horizontal lines. After the Sun fell in 
love with her she knew "shame." She "invented fire" and taught the people "to make pottery 
and to use baskets" (Reichel-Dolmatoff 1971:35, 71). 

A drawing of the Daughter of Aracú is concealed in a narrow crevasse in the north wall 
(Figure 8). This figure wears a fan diadem with three circle shapes divided by crested waves. 
The eyes are open spherical triangles. The body is an ovoid form that is wrapped from its center 
with diagonal bands. The nose has been specially worked and when seen apart from the face 
might represent the articulated body of the ant and the upper jaw of the fish. The ant witnessed 
the union of the first Desana with the Daughter of Aracú, and the Aracú fish recognized the 
child at birth. "Thus the first sib of the Desana was born and then all of the Desana tribe" 
(Reichel-Dolmatoff 1971:30-31). 

The first daughter of the first couple of Desana was a small duck. "A material representa
tion in the form of this bird is woven of leaves....and presides over gatherings and feasts" 
(Reichel-Dolmatoff 1971:n. 191). The Amerindian plait technique with palm leaves used for a 
game pack on the Inini River, Guyanne, documents one origin for this design (Figure 9). The 
bands could also be seen as a representation of the shifting angular attitude of the equator in 
relation to the plane of the orbit of the earth through the seasons of the year. A petroglyph from 
Naugabo, Rio Blanco, Puerto Rico, illustrates a composite figure with the seasonal variations 
of this concept (Figure 10). 

The Desana myth does not describe the figure of the Being of Blood, called Diroá-mahs'é 
(Figure 23). He is "exclusively in charge of the physical well-being of mankind." A face opposite 
the Daughter of Aracú with a five jeweled crown, would fill this lacuna (Reichel-Dolmatoff 
1971:27,76, 118). 

A panel, 100 cm by 50 cm, behind this figure shows images oíkumú and boráro (Figure 14). 
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Kumú has a heart shaped face, a diadem with two pits, inward facing, winged eyes, and a Y-
shaped nose above a straight mouth. Kumú is a "luminous personage," who "unveils intimate 
thoughts" and looks after "the spiritual well-being" of society" (Reichel-Dolmatoff 1971:137-
138). 

Boráro or "forest spirit," is "generally described as a small being in human form." At right-
angles, he holds a stone hoe in his right hand and a rake in his left hand. Horn-like ears frame 
his round, face with one pit in a cap-like headdress. A "ball of hair swarming with flies," is 
around his mid-section above the display of an exaggerated phallus. With legs at right angles, 
his heels are, "said to be pointing forward with four toes on each foot." On earth, boráro is a 
"forest spirit." He is the "owner of sickness and witchcraft." The bat, oyó, is a "constant com
panion" of a similar "spirit being without toes," called uahti (Reichel-Dolmatoff 1971:12, 28, 86-
91). 

J. J. Ortiz-Aguilu (Pers. comm.) saw images of uahti, with bat companion, oyó, on Mona 
Island, Puerto Rico (Figure 30). 

Figure 13, a "manioc squeezer," the sleeve-like instrument used to press manioc, is near. 
Fibers float above. It is the shaman, Vai-mahsë, Master of Game Animals, who, "officiates ritu
als of the life cycle," and, "can take the appearance of a manioc squeezer, "to float in rivers to 
devour an enemy," or "carry diseases," in an hallucinatory trance to The Milky Way. Rock art 
sites are, "said to be his dwelling place" (Reichel-Dolmatoff 1975:12,43, n 83, 133, 182-183, 186, 
256). 

Above is an hourglass form with fibers streaming from the top (Figure 11). "The Milky Way 
is conceived as a large skein of fibers of the Cumare palm that floats in the turbulent current 
arching over the earth." This current is called "wind skein" (Reichel-Dolmatoff 1975:43, 51). 
This motif is seen in white on red on "fragmentos de cerámica de vasijas de la cultura Igneri, 100-
600 AD" (Figure 12). L. Chanlatte-Baik reported this type of ceramic from Sorce site, Vieques 
Island, Puerto Rico (1983:94). 

Lévi-Strauss diagrammed (1969:221) this form known by the Arecuna in North Brazil, made 
up of the stars; Bellatrix, Betelgeuse, Rigel, and Kappa Orionis. They enclose "the belt" of the 
constellation Orion, often associated with The Milky Way. He cites it as "a wooden frame for 
drying manioc" (1969:220-221). 

In this area are two representations interpreted as the "mechanism of the 'echo' or keori." 
One can be described as a circle encompassing spokes to a hub in the center. The other is 
constructed as three concentric circles (Figures 15 and 16). "Used as a verb, keori means to 
measure," and located where the kumú "is seated on his bench," "Echo" is the measure of 
sound," as the mind "hears and reflects" (Reichel-Dolmatoff 1971:94, 218, 250, 251). A petro-
glyph in Venezuela, at a site, District of Guacara, Carabobo State, called, "Los Monolitos del Rio 
Virgirima," combines these two images (Figure 17). 

A deep chamber contains "Pamuri-Mahsë, "man-creator of people," with dance shield, whom 
"the Sun sent to people the earth" (Figure 18). On the first night he gave to each man a "firefly 
to light his way." The turtle "symbolizes" "the origin of all things." The opposite wall shows a 
decorated drum. The prow of the Snake Canoe, associated with the anaconda, is drawn on a 
boulder between these images (Figures 19-22). The shield, canoe, and drum design, imitates 
this snake (Reichel-Dolmatoff 1971:26, 63, 117, 137, Figure ff 168, 215, 254). 

Beyond the chamber of the "man-creator," is the residence of the Intermediary Being of Day 
within a high band of clouds or "carriers of fertilizing rain," called Emekori-Mahsë (Figure 24). 
His task is "to set down the rules, norms, and laws which humans should develop." The image, 
56 cm by 71 cm, has a crown holding four jewels with beard of six rays (Reichel-Dolmatoff 
1971:27). 

The largest and deepest image in the cave depicts a snake, Boa Constrictor c, 2.3 meters 
long (Figure 6). It fits the description: "One large snake whose skin has a design of squares and 
triangles....Large and old snakes which occupy the same spot for years....acquire a certain su
pernatural character....They are called 'people' and are said to be 'caretakers' of the place, at the 
service of Vai-mahsë" (Reichel-Dolmatoff 1971:82, 216). 
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The Cave of the Waters is unified by images that are uterine or aquatic in concept. The 
north wall shows, "The centipede, 25 cm by 20 cm, "as the representative of the rivers....compared 
to an umbilical cord....that unite[s] the individual with the uterine Paradise oí Ahpikondiá." A 
woodpecker, 15 cm by 23 cm, and lizard, 13 cm by 25 cm, represent "supernatural communica
tion," "heralding friendship," and "protection" (Figures 25 and 26) (Reichel-Dolmatoff 1971:31, 
99, 103, 116). 

The Bird of Paradise, 53 cm by 38 cm, with the spiral design, occupies the south wall (Fig
ure 28). The triangle of the Dark Region called Paradise representing the region of the night 
beyond where the sun "shines through its threads like a huge cobweb," is connected to its tail 
(Reichel-Dolmatoff 1971:25). The extinct Roseate Spoonbill that made a triangular shaped nest 
for a single egg matches the form of this bird. A bat, 27 cm by 22 cm, is placed near this image 
(Figure 27). 

A petroglyph on a stone of the Batay in Utuado, Puerto Rico, 40 cm by 75 cm, shows a 
standing bird with a similar body shape and triangular web with a circle embedded in its tail. 
Concentric circles are cut in the center of the body. There is a direct ratio between the four-
lobed shape in the tail and the magnitude of the four stars that make up the frame of Orion. The 
form also suggests Crux, the Southern Cross, which Lévi-Strauss (1973:280) reports to be an 
Arecuna "alternate" to Orion in the season when Orion is not visible (Figure 29). 

CONCLUSION 

The caves of Lucero are a complete picture gallery which illustrates the library of contem
porary Desana myth. We can infer the Desana concerns were documented on this natural archi
tectural space. Even though the descriptive codes may be somewhat variable or the scale some
what probable in dimension, they provide fully effective knowledge which shows: 1) a chart of 
the Cosmos with the Earth and the web or stream of The Milky Way with Ahpikondiá or Para
dise located below; 2) a catalog of supernatural intermediaries who act in nature as Pamuri-
mahsë, "man-creator" of people, with Snake Canoe and Drum, Vai-mahsë, the Master of Game 
Animals as "manioc squeezer/' Emekóri-mahsá, and Diroa-Mahsë as Beings of Day and Night, 
and boráro as forest "spirit," or uahti, "spirit" with bat companion; 3) a genealogy of Creation as 
Sun Father, Moon, Daughter of the Sun, and Daughter of Aracu, who bore the first sib of the 
Desana, with kumú as a "luminous personage" of the priesthood, all with diadems showing 
rank in a code of number, and; 4) keorí, located at "the masculine and feminine energy circuit of 
the biosphere, from which comes Paradise and to which it returns." 
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Fig. 1. Map, Cueva el Lucero, Jua
na Díaz, Puerto Rico. 

Cerro de las Cuevas: "LUCERO"-Juana Díaz-Puerto Rico 
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Fig. 3a. Dujo, or Ceremonial seat, Taino culture, Wood 
(Guaya-cán), Guaya-nilla. 38 cm by 15 cm by 19 cm. 
Museo de Antropo-logía, Historia y Arte, U.P.R. 

Fig. 2. Chart ofDesana Cosmos. 
33 cm by 25 cm. 
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'Fig. 3fc. Detail, anthropomor
phic head on Ceretnonial seat. 
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Fig. 4. Sun Father with seven ele
ment diadem. Staff and Canoe. 127 
cm by 76 cm. 

Fig. 5. Cosmic Axis, Fertilizing force, 
Moon with six element diadem. 100 
cm by 70 cm. 

Figure 6. Caretaker snake, Boa Constrictor c , 2.3 m. 

Fig. 7. Daughter of the 
Sun. Height, 45 cm. 
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Fig. 8. Daughter of Aracil with three 
element diadem. Height 40 cm. 
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Rio Blanco, P. R. Photo Dr. José Oliver 

Fig. 9. Amerindian plaiting game pack. 
Inini River, French Guyanne. 

Fig. 11. "Wind skein," Cumare fibers 
in The Milky Way. Height 18 cm. 

Fig. 12. Motif on ceramic fragment, 
100-600 AD, Igneri culture, Sorcesite 
Vieques, P. R.. M. A. H. A. U. P. R. 

Fig. 13. Via-mahsë, Master ofGame Animals as "Manioc squeezer." 38 
cm by 15 cm. 
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Fig. 14. (Below). Kumú at left. Boráro at right. Panel 100 
cm by 50 cm. 

• 

Fig. 15. Keori as "mind hears and 
reflects. " 9 cm by 12 cm. 

Fig. 16. Keori as "echo, the measure 
of sound. " 7 cm by 7 cm. 

Figure 17. "Los Monolitos del Rio", near Vigirima, Venezuela. 
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Figure 19. Turtle. 30 cm by 15 cm. 

Figure 18. Pamuri-mahsë. "Man-
creator" with Anaconda Dance Sheil-
di. 66 cm by 56 cm. 

Figure 21. Drum. 66 by 15 cm. 

Figure 20. Firefly. 15 cm by 10 cm. 

Figure 22. Snake Canoe. 75 cm by 
55 cm. 

Fig. 23. Diroa-mahsë. 
Being of Blood, five el
ement diadem. 36 cm 
by 27 cm. 
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Fig. 24. Emekori-mahsë. Being of Day, with four ele
ment diadem. 70 cm by 56 cm. 

Fig. 25. Centipede and Woodpecker. 60 cm 
by 35 cm. 

Fig. 26. Lizard. 25 cm by 13 cm. 
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Fig. 27. Bat. 22 cm by 27 cm. 
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Fig. 28. Bird of Para
dise. 53 cm by 25 cm. 
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Fig. 30. Oyó, "Bat companion" of "spirit", Uahtí. 
Mona Island Photo J. J. Ortiz-Aguilu. 

Fig. 29. Bird, from Batay. Utuado, P. R. 40 cm by 
75 cm. 




